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Globalization of Radical Islam Politics 
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  ABSTRACT 
The article gives a brief about radicalization of politics by the Islam religion it indicates 

how few organizations like Jaish-e-mohammad, ISIS misuse islamic scriptures or holy 

Books like Quran and Hadith and misinterpret it and use it against whole Mankind 

society. The article talks about how this Radical politics is affecting each individual 

whether he or she is from Asia, America or even Europe as Europe is now highly targeted 

by these groups as they are increasing there population in these regions and trying to 

influence there politics. They are targeting areas as they did in Asian countries like India 

and they are leading there missionary process from there by constructing Madarsa, and 

other islamic Institutions. The article States that Islamic Followers need to reinterpret 

there scriptures and Holy Books, so that radicals could not mis use it and various other 

actions are stated in article which need to be initiated for welfare of mankind. 

 

The words Radical Islam politics makes a picture in mind that it is about hate, violence, terrorist 

groups, intolerance and many other negative incidents, but it is beyond that. It starts with 

violent interpretation of Islam which makes it clear that “Radicals are Made and Not Born” as 

we can see in India there is Islamic religious schools known as Madarsa in each muslim 

locality, there they teach muslim children about there religion and in that place a maulana has 

a complete control over the mindset of those children which could severely affect the future of 

those children as they use to cherry pick and mutilate the understanding of Islam and as for 

maximum population of Islam follower there religion is there priority and due to violent or 

radical interpretation of Islam various Islamic followers choose or supports path to hell (way 

to Dajjal) which they think is JIHAD but that’s not for example in the year 2001 a Muslim 

named Mubin Shaikh stated that he celebrated 9/11 attack and shouted ‘Allah Hu Akbar’ which 

later he accepted wrong he also stated that he had learned this wrong Radical Islamic Mindset 

from a Islamic school named Darul Uloom Islamic School there he learned about violence. In 

many Islamic school muslim children only recites the wordings of Quran without learning the 

meaning of it, and there students use to get beaten harshly if they make any mistake which is 

make them stressed and use of violence during the introduction of concept of religion makes 
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them think that religion is Violent which disturbs the foundation of majority muslim kids. In 

case of eastern country like India, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Pakistan the concept of Islam is 

completely disturbed, it is based upon radical politics like in India before the general elections 

of 2014 the islamic votes used to be one of the most important factor of irrespective of the fact 

that they are less than 30% of the population of the Nation and even if they are more then 15% 

of the population they have the tag of minority, they have the right of polygamy and if talk 

about the origin of modern India it is majorly affected by Radical Islam Politics as its origin 

was on the basis of  religious partition and the one who supported the idea of two nation theory 

and voted for Pakistan and Bangladesh during the plebiscite stayed in India and influencing the 

Indian politics by their Radical Islamist Beliefs. Recently many Indian muslim fired the poster 

of France and President of France Emmanuel Macron but they don’t know the reason they 

simply said Maulana said or they got an announcement from Masjid to do so, therefore they 

did, in another case there was announcement from Masjd to kill the Police Officer that came to 

investigate and the result was same in this situation as well the Muslim mob killed the officer 

without any question, this states the blind following of masjid and maulanas in Islam. In 

Afghanistan and many place of Pakistan as well, people used to think that the only way to reach 

the god is Jihad and they think jihad is holding an AK 47 and killing innocent and many islamic 

followers and they as well call themselves warriors of Islam companions of the prophet alayhi 

Salaam, And it is not because of lack of education as we can see Osama Bin Laden, Afzal Guru, 

Abu Bakr al Baghdadi, Hafiz Saeed, Masood Azahar and many others they all are highly 

educated but they do follow the path of Radical Islam is due to their upbringing. Upbringing 

or foundation of a Islamic Child is the root of Radical Islamic Politics. The one with such 

mentality manifests his/ her mentality and they spread their thought and recruit other for their 

cause of Jihad vanquishing their so called enemies or Qafirs by any necessary means, this 

process is bit unanimous in most of the nation specially in the western Nation. Western country 

like USA promoted these Radical Islamic Politics which later converted into Radical Islamic 

terrorism and they did so for their benefits for example in Afghanistan, Syria  USA worsen the 

situation US used to finance them in their initial stage and later on it affected them severely. 

As England used the Divide and Rule Policy for The Great India to loot it due to which the one 

with thought of Radical Islam and the one wants to administer the nation used it to divide the 

nation and spread their Radical thoughts easily and in the result of this many radical islamic 

terrorist groups are operating from Pakistan. 

Radical Islam Politics is attacking other countries or performing Jihad in name of defending 

Jihad therefore they get more support from Public. As in the year 2015 Radical Islamist waged 
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a series of attacks in France first against the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo  and months later 

at a concert hall at football stadium killing 130 people and injuring more than 350 people. 

As recently a 18 year old student Abdullah abu yedo killed his professor because he showed 

the Charlie Hebdo Cartoon of Prophet for explaining freedom of speech.  

In today’s world all the religions are politicized but in case of Islam it is misinterpreted, and 

violently politicized and as there are around 2 billion Islamic Population around the globe or 

about 1/4 of the population of globe so violently politicizing them make whole humanity in a 

danger and this is danger to Islam itself or we can this politicizing of Islam could be the Dajjal 

of the Islam as per their mythology. In Islam there is a concept of Uma which is that Muslims 

are pan national nationality or pan national entity across the globe that is because what happens 

in Palestine upsets or bothers the muslim so much across the world so in this case the muslim 

residing in western country will have their loyalty towards the Islam more then the country 

they are residing. 

As per the Islamic followers they believes that the issue is not with the Islam the issue its with 

them who have exhausted or used that religion, they target entire world specially western 

country for it as they blame entire world specially the west that they have destroyed their places, 

they confiscated their future and because of it we are facing Radical Islamic Politics as per 

them this is the reason why Al Qaeda, ISIS and other such groups originated, as per them they 

are favour of democracy, social justice, freedom and liberty but this dream was confiscated and 

Radicalism is the result of it. 

As muslim are second largest religion group in the world after Christianity, they are scattered 

around the world. And generally in muslim majority country they do not have democracy and 

it is peculiar situation. And in country with the large muslim population and which has 

secularism and then that secularism is held to the test of the coming up to the expectation of 

the muslim population residing there as in case of France and if it do not come to their 

expectation of those muslim population then muslim and muslim population around the globe 

as well they start retaliating and they see entire muslim population of one irrespective of the 

fact that it is the matter of that particular nation for example recently France banned Hijab/ 

Burqa in there nation due to which muslim population around the globe started retaliating 

which do affects the relation of countries.  

As these are population following similar kind of faith in many countries but in Muslim faith 

also there is division in faith like they are divided in Sunni, Shiya, Wahabi, Ahmadia etc, Shiya 

has country like Iran whereas Sunni are in majority and has Country like Saudi Arabia this due 
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to this division there is great conflict in the region of mid-east and as these countries have crude 

oil western countries like US has too much interest and influence in it which lead to making of 

ally. And many researchers claim that the world war 3 will start from Mid-East. But when the 

adversary is Non Islamic country or a non muslim majority democracy then Radical Pan 

Islamism takes precedence.  

There is a Globalisation of Revenge is going on around the world and majorly it is going to 

affect the western country and The India and Israel cause Radical Islamic Politics have a vision 

to invade the world and for that vision they could go to any extent cause Jihad is their priority 

therefore they are trying to invade in other countries through capturing the national politics of 

country, by giving birth to more and more babies, by performing missionary, by sending 

refugee to other countries, by forceful conversion or by engaging the girl of other religion 

convert her and then use her for reproduction and then they give divorce to her and targets to 

another girl this process is also known as Love Jihad and Muslim men used to get funding for 

the same and they perform this performance around the globe. To invade in maximum 

population they need to capture the major countries in world and earlier they used to think for 

them it is easier to target Indian and Israel than US, Canada or European countries cause India 

and Israel are surrounded by Islamic Country and they do have too much population of them 

there as now India and Israel are serious about the problem of radicalism as recently India 

imposed Citizenship amendment act for the welfare of the minorities in Pakistan, Afghanistan 

and Bangladesh and  Israel as well gave the answer to the Radical Islamic Terrorist group 

Hamas in Gaza in the best manner they understand. But now  they know it wont be that easy 

therefore now they started performing Jihad in major number in European countries as well in 

Europe there major target is France, England, Denmark, Netherlands, Germany and Belgium. 

They want to lead this Globalisation of Islam. As now in France and Marseilles have entire 

neighbourhood where the only police dare to enter and in some cases there is a parallel state 

within french society radicalized communities with teachers who do not dare to speak freely in 

public school and women cannot dressed as per there will in these places but to answer such 

radicalism French President took necessary action as he launches crackdown on ‘Islamist 

Separatism’ in Muslim Communities due to which Al- Qaeda is threatening to attack the french 

president Macron it said that killing anyone who insults the prophet is the right and duty of 

every muslim. 

Islamic extremism has become the Europe’s reality and now is the time for its leaders to take 

necessary action. In the year 2019 there were 119 terrorist attempts in Europe, the challenge is 

collective but the response isn’t. The Radical Islamist are united in there purpose and action 
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while we the victims are yet to be so.    

In Germany Jamaatu Berlin challenged or influencing people against the Constitution of 

Germany and trying to impose Sharia in the state by telling it as a sole legitimate law as Sharia 

is the Islamic legal System dictates every aspect of daily life for a muslim and this radical group 

want to replace Sharia in the place of German Constitution, As per the government of Germany 

the organization supports Armed Jihad all the way to suicide attacks it propagates a martyr cult 

which increase a readiness for attacks and it propagates the destruction of countries and killing 

of people at least the religious related dispute in the concerned countries. Therefor Germany 

slapped the ban on Jamaatu Berlin and they operate from the place given by Germany to inhabit 

migrants. German describe them as a Jihad Salafist association.  

Few years ago in United States of America two Radical Islamist Terrorist Rizwan Farooq and 

Tashwin Malik killed 14 people and attacked many for there faith and purpose of Jihad. And 

many Radical Islamic groups started influencing the politics of United state of America which 

is a serious concern as the US is the country who spends most on the defence and if the groups 

like these of Radical Islam will start influencing it, then there is gonna be a serious disaster. 

Islam need a re -interpretation of their books Haidth and Quran and others as the base of Islam 

is their Holy Book which radicals are using as a tool to influence the majority of muslim by 

misinterpreting it and use it for Violence and takes them in wrong path and as the society is 

changing the re- interpretation of the book is needed otherwise it will severely affects the Islam 

as well as the world. Apostasy war is a bigger threat within the Islam and they need to work on 

that, or it could lead to devastating future. 
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